ARTD 499 Special Topics in Design
Advanced Design Drawing & Illustration

Section: CRN 57363 Credit: 3 hours TH 9:30 am -12:10 pm Kevin Reeder
Graduate section: CRN 57363 Credit: 4 hours [A+D ELECTIVE for all A+D majors]

Learn to draw and illustrate figures, animals, products, rivers, forests, children’s books and the like. If you have a course conflict alternative scheduling may be possible. kreeder@illinois.edu or wbullock@illinois.edu;

- Draw fast using line drawing techniques.
- Draw the human figure: Male and Female
- Draw animals
- Draw a boat or a row boat and the bay or river around it.
- Draw things that move a cart, a cat, a truck, an airplane and others.
- Draw space vehicles for space travel
- Illustrate a kids book